Tuesday March, 3, 2020

Ein Mabu’a was on our minds! History is the memory of a People!

Hi Folks,

For you old timers you will remember the name above. We have a long-written record of our endeavors in the Abib Calendar Wars. There is nothing new under the sun. And as you know we are all the people of Father Elohim, having been grafted in through the efforts of our Wavesheaf Savior Husband and Mighty El.

That particular location in the Judean desert was the location used to declare an early year by Nehemia in 2005 and throw the believers in the Abib Calendar into chaos. As most of you know that is the year that he decided to break many of the established rules we had worked out together and had followed for 3 years. We are not here to hash that all out but you will see the same thing taking place this year by the individual declaring the year early. She apparently has come up with a whole new set of rules governing inspections and such. This is after she had spent 2 years learning the process with us.

In both instances, a location is used which goes against the grain of all the other witnesses in creation: as well as simple, basic, agricultural principles found in both scripture and in creation. These are patterns left for, and to us to follow, with the hope of gaining knowledge, and use that knowledge to gain understanding, and then to hopefully display its attributes in wisdom which honors our Father and our Savior before man. Their entire Plan of Salvation in written and encoded in creation as we have talked about often. Right down to the annual festivals being written into the life cycle of a woman. The 10th, 14th, 15th, and 21st days are all prominently displayed in the monthly cycle to give evidence of the annual appointed times of meeting so we are without excuse. That same encoding and written treasure is found in all of creation; with the 10 witnesses to the change from winter to summer being unbreakably written into the creation surrounding us in the Promised Land for us to observe and witness to and give praise to our Creators.

Let there be no doubt, that there is no other designated location on earth which holds the mystery, the hidden truths, of when the change from winter to summer
comes and thus the new cycle of the annual appointed times of meeting with our Elohim once again. Deuteronomy 11:10-12 is our marching orders in this regard.

“For the land which you go to possess is not like the land of Egypt from which you have come, where you sowed your seed and watered it by foot, as a vegetable garden; but the land which you cross over to possess is a land of hills and valleys, which drinks water from the rain of heaven, a land for which Yehovah your Elohim cares; the eyes of Yehovah your Elohim are always on it from the beginning of the year to the very end of the year.”

We don’t care where you live outside of the land, just remember this; you cannot set the annual appointed times of meeting with the Elohim based on your surroundings in the land where you live. There is only ONE location on earth that has been designated for that purpose. It will not grow old in that, and it will not fade in that, until the Elohim say so. That is why Linda and I come here to the Land in obedience to Their command. We share that information with any and all who wish to see it. We do not want one penny from anyone to assist us for Father has taken care of that in our lives. We do not want or desire any “following” and if we never hear from you that is fine as well. We want no praise from anyone in these efforts because we are slaves of our Wavesheaf Husband, the Lamb of Fathers household and as such we are here to serve it not the other way around. Beware of anyone in life who wants your money or your praise! That is a principle to follow in everything you are involved in.

Another pattern between these 2 years is the fact that people do not even know how to read our reports. That happened in 2005 and is happening again here in 2020. As back then they cherry pick a piece of information even though it has all the caveats attached to it and discard that portion of it. But as folks know who have read the reports for years, we report on everything we see and do no sugar coat anything and do not hide anything to suite a particular goal.

Thus, we are used by many to glean what suits their particular cup of tea. We would not do it any other way. Reason being; we are all responsible for seeking out our own salvation.

Now we have a series of pictures from today in the Judean Desert. Let’s start with Ein Mabu’a.
This is the infamous Ein Mabu’a from the road/path entering it. This is what it looks like in winter, lots of green covering the stony soil section. It does not look like this at the end of the 12th month of a normal year. You can go to the website to see pictures of it or go to the Abib Booklet for the same.

The next picture shows the usually docile stream flowing with lots of water. You can see the water rushing out of the crevasses in the rock wall. The water was coming out so fast they closed the wading area of the “magic water” so nobody could enter it. This has never happened at any of the normal 12-month years.
Now look at the pictures that follow of the normally dead barley at the end of a 12-month year. It is the healthiest we have ever seen it since we have been going there from 2005 until today. Of course, this location is completely unacceptable because of all the stone and the fact this barley is what we call “goat grass.” It is used by the Bedouins for grazing their goats and sheep but in a year like this they don’t have to venture into this steep and rock-strewn grotto for there is grass everywhere in the Judean Desert because it is still winter.
Can you past inspectors viewing this believe how green the stunted barley is in the following picture? Never before! The records we have on the site clearly demonstrate that this condition is one in which a 13\textsuperscript{th} month is always added.

Goat grass is goat grass. This year the Elohim decided to make our traditionally early fields in the SW Negev sheep grass. Do you think that is a coincidence? Do you think it is a coincidence this year that They allowed it to grow together in every imaginable age group so that it would not represent a harvestable location?
Following is just one of the many pictures we took today of the Judean Desert near Wadi Og. All of the slopes are still green. That is winter. If the year had turned from winter to summer, they would be brown except for maybe a few small locations out of direct sunshine. The sides are crisscrossed with goat trails. We saw hundreds upon hundreds of goats still up in the desert mountains. That only happens in winter for there is lots of grazing to be had. Once that is coming to an end, they move their flocks down the hills to the flatter land of the foothills and the Negev and cause trouble there in the parks and such eating everything they see. The sheep are already down there for they like the flat land.
So here we are in another year with a 13th month added to bring nature into sink with the sun cycle. We are off tomorrow to tour our traditionally early fields which are in the north. Maybe spend some time even in some north of Tiberius.

We will probably do a segment on all thing’s sheep. From what we have read from some people being a continual dripping of nonsense, there needs to be a refresher on the basic rules of Passover and of sacrifices as it pertains to lambs and the timing of them from scripture and from agricultural facts.

Our peace we give to you

Brian and Linda